Molecular dynamics simulations are carried out to investigate the manipulation of metallic clusters on stepped surfaces. Five surface forms are considered in the simulations. The system parts are made of pure transition metals and Sutton-Chen many-body potential is used as interatomic potential. The conditions which are subjected to change in the tests include: materials used for particles and substrate, and surface step conditions. In addition to qualitative observations, two criteria which represent the particle deformation and substrate abrasion are utilized as evaluation tools and are computed for each case. Simulation results show the effect of the aforementioned working conditions on the particle behavior as well as changes in the pushing forces. Obtaining this sort of knowledge is highly beneficial for further experiments in order to be able to plan the conditions and routines which guarantee better success in the manipulation process.
Introduction
Metallic clusters are one of the candidates to be utilized as building blocks for the construction of nanostructures. In view of the great potential of such materials, a variety of questions arise concerning their suitability as building * E-mail: mahboobi@sharif.edu blocks at the nanometer regime. Rieth and Schommers [1] have used atomistic modeling to investigate this issue using meta-stable states of the clusters. In addition, they have studied the deviation of clusters from bulk properties and their undesirable deformation under different conditions.
Another aspect of the problem arises in the processes aiming at controlled development of complex nanostructure. This goal can be achieved by either self-assembly or controlled nanoassembly. Self-assembly utilizes the inherent property of certain materials to self-assemble or self-organize into regular, crystal patterns [2] . It should be noted that many nanostructures and nanodevices have asymmetric structures, most of which cannot be manufactured using self-assembly techniques [3] . This drawback in self-assembly calls for controlled or robotic-based nanoassembly to create a variety of patterns and structures. Controlled nanoassembly is based on the controlled manipulation of individual atoms or nanoparticles [4] . Nanomanipulation includes lifting, placing, arranging, and pushing of nanoscale objects with nanometer precision. It is a promising tool for creating nanometer scale structures and has been a replacement for lithography approaches in some special cases [5] . Many researchers have addressed nanomanipulation during the past decade [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In spite of the performed researches to this date, this field is still immature. One of the reasons is that the physical and chemical phenomena at the nano-scale are not completely understood.
Contrary to the macroscale, inertial forces become negligible going down to the nanometer scale. Moreover, continuum physics changes to molecular physics at the molecular scale. Researchers generally utilize approximate continuum models for the nano-scale long-range and short-range forces.
Currently two approaches are used to establish the models of nanoscale mechanics and dynamics. One is the approximate continuum models for both long-range and short-range forces; the others are the more accurate models based on the molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo simulations [16] . Sitti and Hashimoto [17] have performed one of the most extensive studies in the field of nanomanipulation. In their work, interfacial forces have been derived under the assumption of continuum mechanics.
Because of the emergence of particle nature of matters at the nanometer scale, continuum mechanics approaches can not lead to precise modeling of the occurred phenomena. Therefore, molecular dynamics simulations may compensate for this issue. This method has been used comprehensively for modeling of surface interactions [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In the present research, manipulation of metallic nanoclusters is studied using MD simulations. The concentration of most of the current nanomanipulation studies are on materials without defects. Dealing with material defects such as surface step is crucial to understand the mechanisms of nanomanipulation. As a frequent occurrence in reality, the manipulation is supposed to be done over surface step. The presence of such defects can deeply affect the behavior of nanoparticles to be manipulated. To the best of our knowledge, in this work we present the first atomistic simulation of controlled manipulation of metallic clusters on stepped surface. In each simulation part, effects of working conditions on the success of nanomanipulation process are studied. In addition to the qualitative inspection of the results, two criteria which represent the particle deformation and substrate abrasion are utilized as evaluation tools for each test. The conditions which are subjected to change in the tests include materials used for particles substrate, and surface step conditions. Obtaining this sort of knowledge is highly beneficial for further experiments in order to be able to plan the conditions and routines which guarantee better success.
Modeling and simulation methodology
Molecular dynamics method is the most common numerical method for modeling of material behaviors at the nanoscale [23] . The application range of this method is from 0.01 nm up to 1000 nm [24] . Computational accuracy of the method using appropriate models is about 0.01 nm [25] . In MD method, the motions of the molecules are analyzed individually under the action of internal and external force fields based on the deterministic Newtonian or stochastic Langevin dynamics. Initial conditions include initial positions and velocities of the atoms. The motion of the molecules is caused by the potential energy between the particles and external force fields [23] . In MD simulations, initially the molecules reach the equilibrium state under the internal field, and then the external forces are applied [26] . The potential energy U( ), is a function of the positions of the atoms and is presented as two or many-body interactions. In the simulations, Nose-Hoover dynamics [27, 28] is utilized as a heat bath to impose the environmental temperature on the system. Accordingly, the equations of motions in the velocity Verlet form have been used for the simulations [23] 
where the following parameters are: Velocity scaling factor, η, acts as a positive feedback when the material temperature is less than the ambient temperature and as a negative feedback when the material temperature is more than the ambient temperature. The scope of our study is limited to metals with a facecentered cubic (FCC) structure. A multi-body long-range potential proposed by Sutton and Chen (SC) [29] , which has been used in many physical investigations of FCC metals [22, 23, 26, [30] [31] [32] ] is adopted here. The general form of the SC potential is [29] :
where ε is a parameter with the energy dimension, is a parameter with the dimension of length and is normally taken to be the equilibrium lattice constant, , ( > ) and are positive constants. The use of SC potential has been extended to binary alloys by Rafii-Tabar and Sutton [33] which will be utilized to model the interactions of unlike materials (e.g., between cluster and substrate) in our studies. The total energy for the combination of A and B atom types may be written as
with
where the site occupancy operators are defined aŝ represent the parameters of the SC potentials for the pure A and pure B elements [33] . Parameter values to be used in the present research are listed in Table 1 . Cohesive energy of each material and adhesive energy of material pairs are among the most fundamental aspects of cluster behavior in the performed simulations. Data of cohesive energy per atom for bulk material conditions are listed in Table 1 for ten metals. These data are based on the definition of the SC potential parameters. Based on the definition of this potential, the cohesive energy per atom is given by
In a perfect FCC crystal, S is defined by the following sum [29] : S = (15) Figure  1 depicts the configuration of the tip/cluster/substrate system during the nanomanipulation process (conical, spherical and the cubic objects respectively). As the initial conditions, the atoms are placed in their initial configurations and take a random velocity distribution corresponding to the defined environment temperature. First, the system passes through the relaxation phase in which atoms of the nanoparticle and substrate take their minimum-energy configuration. The tip remains close to the cluster (separated by a distance less than 0.2 nm) during relaxation phase. After relaxation, the nanoparticle will be subjected to a pushing process that is applied by the manipulator tip. As the manipulator moves with a constant horizontal velocity (parallel with the substrate upper surface), the nanoparticle is pushed in the same direction. The distance which the tip is due to push the particle is 10 nm (which is called "pushing distance"). Although performing a perfect simulation considering all realistic conditions and dimensions is desirable for the researchers, it is almost inaccessible. Nonetheless, implementation of such realistic and perfect computational conditions may harm the applicability and effectiveness of simulations by severe increment in computational time and programming difficulties. Along this line of reasoning, we should find some computationally applicable and physically reasonable assumptions to build up a suitable simulation framework. In order to reduce the high computation durations, the pushing velocity is taken as much higher than those for realistic experimental cases. This velocity is set to 100 m/s in the simulations. The applied pushing speed is far beyond the practical range for manipulation applications and obviously not apparently meaningful. However, speed order of 10 m/s is observed in some previous researches for the computational tests of surface interactions (friction, wear, etc…). On the other hand, usage of realistic pushing speed can make the performed simulations completely useless especially on regular and accessible PCs in labs. The utilized Figure 1 . Configuration of the tip/particle/substrate system during the nanomanipulation process (Reprinted from [15] with the permission from Elsevier).
manipulator velocity profile can lead to an impulsive contact at the initial approach of the tip to the cluster. This drawback and high value of velocity can intensify the level of undesired deformation of clusters and deeper substrate abrasion. Nonetheless, the qualitative and comparative natures of the simulations are still valuable while being fast enough to be performed on regular PCs.
For simplicity, the atoms of the tip are firmed together. To implement realistic conditions due to bulk material properties, outer layers of the substrate are constrained to have no movement in either vertical or horizontal axes (the atoms colored in black in Figure 1 ). Figure  2 shows the configuration of the tip/particle/substrate system at the initial stage of the nanomanipulation process over a stepped surface. As seen in the Figure, nanoparticle encounters an upward or a downward step in its path. Another parameter is the height of the step that equals to 1 or 2 lattice constants (i.e. the side length of each crystalline building cell). The manipulation on smooth surfaces will be compared with different stepped surfaces for a variety of particle/substrate combinations.
We consider five surface forms in the simulations; smooth, upward 1-lattice (single) step, upward 2-lattice (double) step, downward 1-lattice step, and downward 2-lattice step. The system parts are made of pure transition metals. The tip is made of Ag. Nanoparticle is made of Ni, Pd or Pt and the substrate is consisted of Ir or Au. The particles are in the form of truncated spheres with height and width equal to 9 lattice constants. In the simulations, the position of each cluster is determined by the average position of its atoms.
As a computationally feasible case study, some values are determined as the system dimensions. The number of atoms in each cluster equals to 2119. The tip apex is 20 Angstroms and it contains 1888 atoms. The width of substrate is 14 times of fcc lattice. The total number of atoms varies from 10634 to 12171 depending on the step condition. The plane of the substrate in contact with the particle is (1 0 0). The time step is set to 4 femtoseconds and the temperature has been held constant at 1 K during all of the simulations. All non-constrained atoms in the system are subjected to the heat bath.
In addition to the qualitative observations and interpretations, an introduction of some quantitative criteria is crucial to better judge the success level of the manipulation. Generally speaking, nanoclusters with less deformation that cause less abrasion on the substrate are better candidates as building blocks for the nanoassembly of more complex structures. In the quantitative evaluation and comparison of the performed computational experiments, both of the aforementioned phenomena must be taken into account. In the present research, a criterion is proposed for the evaluation of shape change magnitude (see Figure 3) . It is defined as the change in percentage of the standard deviation of atomic positions from the particle center (¯ ) in comparison to the initial configuration [34] σ (¯ ) − σ (¯ ) σ (¯ ) × 100 (16) Figure 3 . Schematic representation of atoms in particle and substrate regarding the criteria for intactness of particle/substrate pair (Reprinted from [34] with the permission from Elsevier).
The less change shows more intactness of the particle. Standard deviation (σ ) is a representation of the diversity of atoms in the particle. In addition, another criterion is proposed for the magnitude of abrasion of the substrate surface that is defined as the average position change (A (∆ )) for the atoms of substrate (see Figure 3 ).
Simulation results
Based on the aforementioned assumptions, thirty simulation tests have been performed. Figures 4 to 9 illustrate the snapshots of the final stage of the manipulation process for different particle/substrate pairs. In each Figure, manipulations on different surfaces are depicted. One of the phenomena of interest is the particle (cluster) deformation. The occurred deformation pattern defers from upward to downward steps. In the upward steps, the cluster contracts and is squeezed between tip and surface while in the downward steps, the cluster elongates and tends to lie in the step root. As expected, the higher or deeper steps lead to more intensive deformations. Another effect of these steps is changing the particle position relative to the tip. Based on the results, upward steps push the clusters in a forward direction while downward steps pull them to the opposite side and increase the positioning error. Another challenge in encountering the surface step is the abrasion of its corners which depends on the material and step type as observed in the simulation results.
Regarding the practical point of view, the force exerted on the tip is an important factor and is illustrated in Figures Figure 6 . Manipulation of Pd on Ir substrate with different surface steps; (a) smooth, (b) upward 1-lattice step, (c) upward 2-lattice step, (d) downward 1-lattice step and (e) downward 2-lattice step.
10 and 11 for the performed simulations. This force is the total amount of force applied by the non-tip atoms to the tip's atoms in the opposite direction of pushing. Figure 10 is related to manipulation on the Ir surface while Figure  11 belongs to manipulation on the Au. The two introduced criteria are computed and used for a quantitative success evaluation of the simulated cases. The first criterion was proposed for the evaluation of shape change magnitude. It is defined as the change in percentage of the standard deviation of atomic positions from the particle center in comparison to the initial configuration. The less change in this quantity shows more intactness of the particle.
The results obtained are listed in Table 2 . It is recognized that the Ni particles are more deformed in comparison to the Pd and Pt particles. The level of deformation of each specific particle depends on the substrate material and the step form and height. On average, higher upward steps cause less deformation than in other cases. On the other hand while considering each individual case, some different trends can be observed. For example in the Ni/Au and Pt/Au cases, upward steps lead to more cluster deformation than downward steps. In addition, another criterion is computed for the magnitude of abrasion on the substrate surface that is defined as the average position change for the atoms of the substrate. The obtained results for this quantity are listed in Table 3 .
Regarding Table 3 , the Ni clusters impose more abrasion on both the Ir and Au substrates than the Pd and Pt. Generally, upward steps suffer from more abrasion than the downward steps. In addition, the Au substrate is more abraded than the Ir surface in all situations. This is anticipated because of the superiority of cohesive energy of Ir. Comparing the applied force on the tip and regarding the abrasion level, one can observe that the higher abrasion leads to higher resisting force. The cases with high abrasion on the substrate are not desired in practical situations which the surface pattern needs to be intact during the process. In addition the resulting resistive force may affect the controllability and dynamical behavior of the tip as the positioning tool.
Explanation of the results
In the present section, we try to explain some of the main reasons behind the obtained results and the phenomena therein. However, it must be noted that one cannot comprehensively explain all aspects and details of the MD outputs based on pure theoretical fundamentals. On the other hand, neither simulation nor experimental counterparts exist for the performed simulations and thus no correlation analysis with the present results can be done.
Referring to the graphical outputs shown as the results of the manipulation, one can notice the particles being entrapped or adhered to the substrate. This entrapment is more vivid in the manipulation of Ni on Ir surface. This is likely due to the common parameter for Ir and Ni and their close lattice constant. On the contrary, for Au substrate, the less commensurate parameters lead to less adhesion. Although the characteristic parameters of interatomic potential are commensurate for Pt and Au, the dominant cohesion of Pt cluster, prevent the Pt from adhesion to the surface and getting trapped.
Generally, cohesive energy of materials (refer to the rightmost column in Table 1 ) and adhesion energy of cluster/substrate pairs play fundamental roles in the behav-ior observed in the manipulation. In this viewpoint, more commensurate pairs show the more adhesive behavior which shows its extreme form for completely similar pairs. Nonetheless, some complicated behaviors observed in the results obtained makes us aware of the dangers of predicting the test results solely based on various limited theoretical aspects. On the other hand, this is the essence of these types of computational tests where results are dependent on a wide range of connecting parameters and individual atomistic configurations, and occasionally cannot be explained by straight-forward interpretation. For example, the great dependence of cohesion and adhesion behavior of the system parts on their geometrical aspects and their mutual interfaces, as well as, values for the cohesive energy per their individual atoms makes the interpretation and explanation of some behaviors highly complicated.
Regarding the manipulation force which was depicted in Figures 10 and 11 , a significant rise in the tip force can be observed for the double upward step in all three cases of manipulation on the Au surface. However for the Ir surface such raise can be observed only in the manipulation of the Ni cluster. Instead of this incremental trend of force for upward steps, the two odd cases (Pd and Pt on Ir) show a significant jump in the start of manipulation course (see Figures 10b and 10c ). This force jump is due to breakage of adhesive contact between the cluster and the substrate at the start of the pushing phase. Referring to the results of simulations in Figures 6 and 8 , one can observe that the dominance of adhesion between tip and cluster leads to less penetration of cluster into the raising edge of the step. Hence, the applied force on the tip will not increase significantly for the upward steps. Such a comparative study may help the experimentalists estimate the required force for the prescribed tip operations. The researchers must be aware of the trends related to each manipulation case and one may not generalize a behavior to the other cases without necessary care.
Concluding remarks
In this research, the manipulation of nanoclusters on stepped surfaces was simulated considering a variety of step forms and different combinations for particle/substrate. This sort of computational experiments can help predict the behavior of the studied systems in practical cases. The success level of the tested process was evaluated using two criteria that estimate the cluster deformation and the surface abrasion in each test. By interpretation of the qualitative behavior and comparison of the quantitative results, interested researchers can compare the expected behavior and performance of the practical cases. Some of the obtained remarks are presented in the previous subsection. One should note that the trend of success and dependency on working conditions are case dependent rather than monotonic. It should also be noted that the presented simulation tests are only some illustrating examples of the presented methodology and may extend to other cases of interests.
